MARCH in the Gardens

RIGHT NOW’S THE TIME!

- Magnolias, located at the Gatehouse, Mid Pond, Glen and Japanese Garden, are starting to bud in anticipation of their mid-spring floral show.
- Bloedel's Willow Tree on Mid Pond is bright and beautiful right now, as its new growth offers a yellow glow.
- Visit the Birch Garden to enjoy the trees' white bark, which really pops in late winter and early spring, before the new foliage begins to emerge.
- The Moss Garden shines at this time of year! The cool, moist weather, coupled with dappled sunlight through a lighter deciduous tree canopy can truly make this primeval landscape sparkle.

IN BLOOM THIS MONTH...

- Cornelian Cherry | Japanese Garden
- Crocus & Daffodil | Buxton Bird Marsh & Meadow
- Cyclamen | Glen & Japanese Garden
- Snowdrops | Gatehouse, Residence, Glen
- Gooseberry | Buxton Bird Marsh & Meadow
- Haquetia | Christmas Pond
- Heather | Gatehouse, Mid Pond, Japanese Garden
- Hellebore | Gatehouse, Glen, Camellia Trail
- Primrose | top of the Glen
- Rhodies are just starting to bud & bloom | throughout
- Trillium | throughout
- Wintersweet | Gatehouse
- Witch Hazel | Gatehouse, Mid Pond, Glen